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Campaign budget:
£16,166 excluding VAT
Campaign delivered by:
Magpie (wearemagpie.com)
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‘Looking out for our neighbours’ is a social marketing
campaign that aims to prevent loneliness and its
associated health issues by encouraging communities
to look after people who are isolated for various reasons
thus reducing demand on health and care services
through simple acts of kindness and by ‘looking out for
each other’. The campaign aims to inspire communities
to engage in activities and micro-wellbeing interventions
that will positively impact on their neighbours.
Looking out for our neighbours’ brand and awareness
currently exists, gaining wide recognition across the
region following its launch in March 2019. It is now in it’s
fourth phase.
This phase of the campaign is predominantly a network
marketing approach to widen the target audience. The
campaign has been developed with young people in
mind and with young people at the forefront of the
content creation process.

'Looking out for our
neighbours’ phase four

'Looking
out for our neighbours’
overall objectives:
1. I nspire individual action;
encouraging communities to
look out for people providing
local tips for micro wellbeing at a
neighbourhood level
2. P
 revent loneliness in the
community and its associated
health issues that lead to strains
on health and care services

Phase four specific objectives:
1. T
 o celebrate, help and support young people across West Yorkshire
who are feeling lonely
2. T
 o help increase community connectivity and personal resilience that
will prevent them needing support f rom health and care services
3. Encourage people to look out for each other
4. I nspire a sense of kindness throughout communities across West
Yorkshire
Phase four focused on growing the ‘Our Neighbours’ network to include
organisations who support young people and who wouldn’t have
previously engaged with the campaign.

To respond to the growing
pressures felt by young people
living through the COVID-19
pandemic, this phase of the
campaign highlights that the
young people in West Yorkshire
are contributing positively to
society and playing a vital role in
supporting one another through
loneliness and isolation.
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Item

Spend

Co-creation with young people

£2,510

Brand development, web page updates and asset design

£3,365

Mobilising a community

£6,520

Campaign video creation

£3,640

Campaign Management, coordination, meetings and reports

£3,000

Third party costs

£416
Total value of work delivered:

£19,541

Total invoiced:

£16,666

Why young people?
Targeting the campaign activity at young people
means we adopted a continuation campaign.
Predominantly using a digital and content marketing
approach. By continuing the campaign with a focused
target audience, we are keeping ‘Looking out for our
neighbours’ from standing still and ensuring the
brand is in the public domain with current, relatable
and targeted content. This is the first time the
campaign has targeted young people.
Young people and their mental wellbeing
The Young Minds COVID-19 January 2021 survey told
us that the pandemic has had a devastating impact
on many young people (13-25 year olds). It highlights
that young people are deeply anxious, have started
self-harming again, are having panic attacks, or are
losing motivation and hope for the future.

67% of those surveyed believed that the

pandemic will have a long-term negative effect on
their mental health.
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Young carers
The Carers Trust COVID-19 July 2020 survey on young
carers (aged 12 to 17) and young adult carers (aged
18 to 25) highlights how COVID-19 and lockdown has
worsened their mental health and are more worried
about their future.

69% of both young carers and young adult carers

are feeling less connected to others since COVID-19.
Young people loneliness and Isolation
The National Youth Partnership acknowledges that
youth loneliness and isolation is a widespread, but is
still a much misunderstood issue.
“Young people feel loneliness more intensely and
more frequently than any other age group, new
research has found. Two-fifths (40 per cent) of people
aged 16-24 say they feel lonely often or very often.”
(BBC Loneliness Experiment, 2018)
“Young people say they feel lonely more often than
any other age group, but research shows that only a
quarter (26%) are confident talking about it, and even
less (23%) think society takes it seriously.”
(We are lonely, but not alone. Co-op Foundation 2019)

Co-creation and
campaign development
Young people, via WY HCP Youth
Collective Voice told us they wanted the
campaign to focus on kindness they said:
“Kindness can help build self esteem”
“Kindness makes the day go better, it
can be the difference between a bad
day and a great day”
“Kindness can be easily spread”
They wanted the campaign to encourage
kindness by:
•M
 aking it easy to be kind, give people
the tools and ideas to be kind
• Giving people a kindness goal
• Making it a group exercise
• Involving friends
• Telling them why it’s important to be kind
Co-creation report available online.
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Looking out for each other
We heard loud and clear f rom the young people we
spoke to that the word ‘neighbours’ did not relate to
them. It isn’t a word they use regularly and to them a
neighbour would only be attributed to the person they
lived next door to.
Overwhelmingly the group believed the campaign
title should be ‘Looking out for each other’. They
believed this meant that the campaign would:
• Talk directly to them
• Encourage them to look after their f riends
•E
 ncourage them to be kind to everyone, not just
those they know
The ‘Looking out for each other other’ campaign
was developed, with young people, using the main
Neighbours brand colors and style but with a
youthful twist.
#SpreadTheKindess
Young people wanted to give the campaign a clear
hashtag, one which encapsulated the campaign and
all it stood for #SpreadTheKindness was created. Using
this alongside #LookingOutForEachOther allowed for
the campaign to be carried across social media.

Looking out for each other
Postcards
Young people told us they wanted
to be able to give somebody a
handwritten personal message. The
postcard enables everyone to take the
time to send a message to someone
and tell them why they matter. The
postcard includes five ways to be kind
to encourage kindness actions.

5 ways to spread kindness
1. Send a text to a friend. Tell them why they matter to you.
2. Spend the day making sure you say thank you.
3. Buy your friend a small treat.
4. The next time you’re stood in a queue let someone go in
front of you.
5. Ask your friends if they are OK, twice.

Spread the kindness online and share your message.
#SpreadTheKindness

ourneighbours.org.uk/each other

Always follow the most recent government and NHS guidelines
to ensure your safety and protect others. These guidelines can
be found at nhs.uk/coronavirus and gov.uk/coronavirus
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#LookingOutForEachOther

Six young people created videos

Video One:
Spread the kindness

Video Two:
Student edition

Video Three:
Five days five ways
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Video Four:
Kindness postcards

Video Five: Kindness
starts with you

Video Six: Kindness
cafe, Todmorden

New supporters

Looking out for each other's new focus on young people, required a new supporters
base to be found. We looked for organisations who at their core, supported young
people or who wanted to share the #SpreadTheKindess message.
We connected with 31 new organisations f rom across the region representing
charity, education and the private sector. Each organisation had their own reasons
for singing up and wanted to share the campaign content.

Organisation

How they support the campaign

Co-op Member Pioneer and
Calder community cares

Caroline has many connections across the whole of Calderdale, she wanted to add the ‘Looking out for
each other’ kindness message to her toolkit of activities to help build community connection.

North Yorkshire County
Council

The Youth Voice and Creative Engagement Officer used the campaign to support the Youth Council.

Wakefield Youth Justice
Services

Will use the campaign to underpin their education programme.

Kirklees Council

Kirklees council regularly shared the campaign content and engaged a lot on social media to
encourage others to sign up to the campaign.

Good News Yorkshire

Shared the campaign content on social media and personal profile.

Healthy Futures Calderdale

More postcards were requested and regular contact was made throughout the campaign, the
campaign content was shared on social media.

Leeds University Union

Shared #SpreadTheKindness to new and returning students in Leeds and supported instagram stories
content.
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Organisation

How they support the campaign

12th Leeds Boys: Brigade

Postcards were given to all their young people and the campaign content was shared widely on their
various social media platforms.

Joint Activities & Motor
Education Service (JAMES)

Postcards have been shared with young people and the toolkit has been sent to the social media team
and content has been shared on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

Newground Together

Social post’s regarding the campaign were shared on twitter which were retweeted and liked.

The Holy Family Catholic
School

Postcards were displayed in the entrance hall and the campaign content was shared on their social
platforms.

Calder Community Cares

Janet who supported phase three of the campaign was very helpful in providing essential contacts
which helped with the campaign to grow wider (Caroline) she also shared the campaigns content with
her local community.

Leeds College of Building

Strong interest was shown towards the campaign, toolkit was sent and the campaigns messages were
shared on their social media channels.

Young Lives Consortium

The Young Lives Consortium in Wakefield used the campaign alongside their already living Be Kind
campaign. The postcards and social media assets supported their young people to spread kindness
across Wakefield in a non digital format.

Healthwatch Wakefield

#Spreadthekindness images were shared on their social media channels.

Croftonand Sharlston Medical
Practice

Toolkit was sent to the practice and social media content was shared on the practices social media
platforms.

Children Inspired by Yoga

Toolkit was sent and social content was shared on their facebook yoga group.

The Kindness Hub

The Kindness Hub in Todmorden intrinsically embodies all that the ‘Looking out for each other’
campaign stands for. They are now sharing the postcards with their customers.

North Huddersfield Trust
School

A strong interest was shown and the campaign was shared on the community Hubs newsletter.
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Organisation

How they support the campaign

Yorkshire children's centre

Campaign toolkit was sent which was shared with other organisations, the postcards were shared far
and wide, more postcards were sent.

Mid Yorkshire Hospitals Trust

Demonstrated a keen interest in the campaign and requested additional postcards the toolkit was sent
and images were shared on social media.

Shelly

Toolkit was sent to Shelly, and she received regular campaign updates.

Critical Care Unit (gate 30)

Was very impressed with the campaign and requested more postcards. The toolkit which was shared
with their contacts.

The Boys' Brigade 18th Halifax
Company

Julain was in regular contact with the Kindness ambassadors who requested more and more postcards.
He was inspired by the campaign and praised it’s effectiveness.

Carlton Bolling

The toolkit was sent to Sabah, and she received regular updates.

Enabling youth

The toolkit was sent to Claire, and she shared it with the young people in her group.

Home Bird Property

Business owner, Sarah was keen to join the campaign so she could share the kindness message with
her tenants.

Upper Batley High School

The campaign toolkit was sent to Sam, and it was shared with their pupils.

The Youth Association

Has been very supportive of the campaign and shared pictures of young people sharing and writing on
the postcards. The campaign content, and their own content has been shared across social media.

Bradford Football Club

Pavan was very interested in the campaign and requested lots of postcards, she has good links with
schools and colleges and the campaign will be shared on the Bradford City Football Club foundations
social media pages.

#AOKAiredale

#SpreadTheKindees and #AOKAiredale linked up to share content, ideas and act as a further catalyse
for one anothers campaigns. The ‘Looking out for each other’ message compliments so many other
regional campaigns and collaboration helped the campaign to grow.
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Barca-Leeds
Barca-Leeds is a community based charity that delivers
transformational projects for adults, children, young
people and families in Leeds, connecting them with
services that respond to the needs of each individual.

•B
 arca were involved in planning a Kinder Festival
with local partners which took place on Saturday
16th October 2021. The event was to raise awareness
around ‘being kind’ and also promote services
available to young people and families

To support the campaign Barca-Leeds facilitated
a ‘Be Kind’ Week during which their Children and
Young People’s Team planned a range of activities
to encourage kindness, community cohesion and
reduce isolation.

•Y
 outh Groups took part in random acts of kindness
within the community. They completed acts such as
washing up at home, helping a neighbour, donating
to a charity shop and letting a friend know they are
thinking of them

These activities were:

The week was really successful and

•C
 ommunity litter pick with Cllr Ritchie (Ward
Member for Bramley / Stanningley area)

over 100 young people
participated in the activities.

•Y
 oung people put together self care packages to
give to Bramley Elderly Action and other vulnerable
groups in the community. The packs included a
positive message from young people
•A
 community toy box was purchased and decorated
to be placed around the local area and at Barca
Family Events to give free donated toys to families
and children in need
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The sessions also encouraged conversations around
kindness, loneliness and looking out for each other.

Quotes f rom young people and families:
“I really enjoyed the litter picking,
it felt nice to clear up and help the
environment”
“My favourite part was making the care
packages for the older people, I think it
will make them smile”
“Thanks for planning this event, me and
my kids have really enjoyed it, it’s nice to
know more about Barca and other places
that can help us”
The week was so successful that
Barca-Leeds will repeat next year. Local
Councillors and Partners have already met
to plan the festival and a range of activities
to raise awareness.
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Photo credit: Barca-Leeds ‘Be Kind’ week

Todmorden
The Kindness Café, located in Todmorden
aims to make a contribution to the local
community, based on the principles of caring
and communication, the café has a giving
wall where individuals can leave a positive
message or a gift card to be spent at the café.
Our ‘Looking out for each’ other postcards
are now pinned to the board for people to
take and spread their kindness message.
Many young customers were intrigued by
the campaign, and some asked for more
information. The café will continue to hand
out postcards to customers, and share the
campaign content and messages. .
Stuart the café owner said: “Thanks for
visiting our wonderful town of Todmorden
and spreading the word of kindness. Here
in Todmorden we pride ourselves on being
kind, helpful and welcoming and kindred
spirits like yours spreading the same message
across West Yorkshire is fantastic to see”
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Caroline, Co-Op Member
Pioneer and Calder
community cares

Stuart, Kindness
Hub Manager

The Mayor
of Todmorden

Caroline who helped to organise the trip said “the campaign
has been an opportunity to bring various causes and
groups together in their interpretation of what "kindness"
truly means. To share experiences and to build networks. The
postcards have enabled me to talk to people about getting
young people involved and to take something away from the
conversation to allow them to find out more. It's all part of the
bigger picture both for CCC and in my role as Member Pioneer
for The Co-op”
The Mayor of Todmorden came to meet the Kindness
Ambassadors, she loved hearing about the campaign and was
pleased they’d visited Todmorden.

The Brunswick Centre
The Brunswick Centre is a charity located in
Huddersfield offering a range of services and
projects to various communities in Calderdale
and Kirklees. For the ‘Looking out for each other’
campaign we engaged with Kate, the LGBTQ
youth worker.
Kate said: “At the Brunswick centre our young
people have really embraced spreading
kindness, from small gestures of making toast
to listening and being there for each other. As a
worker we are constantly seeing young people
struggling with their mental health. Spreading
acts of kindness, we know helps improve mental
health and spreads happiness, it was a great
campaign and our young people loved getting
involved and showing extra support for each
other! We will continue to spread the kindness
and make it a priority”
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The Youth Association
The Youth Association provides a wide range of
opportunities for young people, from fun activities to
life-changing skills development.
In support of the campaign they encouraged young
people at their events to fill in the postcards and send
them to each other, and photographs of the young
people shared all over their social media platforms.
The campaign received a lot of positive feedback,
mainly for its simplicity and how easy it is for young
people to get on board.
Emily from the Youth Association has said:
“The #SpreadTheKindness campaign was a positive
and engaging way to encourage young people to
spread kindness and positivity among other young
people and their local community. The group of young
people that I was working with got really involved in
this campaign and it encouraged them to interact
with others and say things that they might not usually.
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So, for example, in one of our sessions some of the
young people who don't talk as much were able
to give each other a compliment which helped to
build relationships between the group and help to
build the young people's confidence. The group were
also able to attend a committee meeting for their
community, and this was hosted by the local councillor
in the area. We were able to use the campaign as part
of this which pushed young people out of their comfort
zones and meant they were able to spread positivity
throughout the meeting. They identified different ways
that they were spreading kindness, such as bringing
their local community together, intergenerational
work, supporting friends and family etc. Overall, it has
been positive so far and a great campaign to be a
part of.

I think that the most important
thing that we have taken from this
campaign is the significance of such
a small gesture, we will continue
to run small activities and send
out messages to local community
members to spread kindness. We
are also looking at doing a similar
thing for Christmas, where the
young people will be able to reach
out to others and give out Christmas
hampers that again might contain a
positive note / quote. As well as this,
we are also keen to make a small
video with the young people which
relates to the campaign so that they
can show all the positive work they
have been doing and give their peers
advice and ideas for being part of the
campaign themselves”

Photo credit: Youth Association

Young Carers
The Kindness Ambassadors were invited to the launch
events of the Let’s Cook Young Carers Cookbook. This
group of young people had lots to say on how to spread
kindness:
“Be an encouraging friend, for example, if your
friend plays a sport go watch them and cheer
them on”

We asked the young carers what kindness meant to
them. They said that “When someone is kind to them
it makes them happy” they also offered us some
amazing words of wisdom: “Kindness is free, it takes
nothing to be kind, but we do need to remember to
make it a priority”.

“Ask people what makes them happy and
remember it for the future”
“Sharing food is always an act of kindness”
“Offer a helping hand if someone looks like they are
struggling”
“Give money to charity or your change to the
homeless”
“Tell yourself you’re kind, then you’ll be more kind’
“Cook for a friend”
“Listen”
“Be aware of what others are going through and
put their needs first”
“Smiling, I wish people smiled more”
Photo credit: Let’s cook Cookbook launch
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Key highlights

New supporters:

Total likes from
all platforms:

31

1 ,021

Total shares
and retweets:

397

Postcards shared:

2 , 50 0

organisations

Total social
media views:

42 4
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Total video
views:

386

Uses of
#SpreadTheKindness:

2 80

Thank you to our
corporate partners
Without the support of our corporate
partners 'Looking out for each other’
would have taken longer to reach new
supporters. The social media corporate
pack was shared across the Partnership.
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The future of #SpreadTheKindess
Throughout the campaign we have heard from
supporters (new and old) that they will continue to
share the kindness message. Social Media content
has been scheduled for the next 31 weeks allowing
for #SpreadTheKindess to continue on its own, this
content will recognise the exceptional work the
supporters have achieved over the campaign and
recognise that young people across West Yorkshire
really are ‘Looking out for each other.’
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